


Most studio photographs are created 
for publication in color printed me
dia. By means of publications (Sinar 
Info 30), courses and convenient TTL 
metering probes, Sinar has made sig
nificant contributions to the under
standing of the relationship between 
light distribution and the printed re
sult. Today, with precise contrast 
management by means of a metering 
probe at the film plane, quite a few 
photographers exercise a direct pos
itive influence on the quality of the 
printed image. In this Info we will 
have a look at some different work
flows leading from the subject to the 
printed result. 

The Processing Chain of an Art Photographer 

During the heydays of black-and-white 
film, artists, such as Ansel Adams and 

Edward Weston, were able to enjoy the 
privilege of controlling the entire se
quence from the original picture idea all 
the way to the final result. They spent 
long hours in the darkroom calibrating 
the relatively simple developing and 
black-and-white printing process in or-

The Hybrid Workflow in Commercial Photography 

In the time- and cost-sensitive field of 
commercial photography, however, with 
the significantly more demanding trans
parency material and offset printing 
processes, it is necessary to delegate 
the processing sequence to an optimally 
equipped specialist in order prevent any 
drain on efficiency and/or image quality. 
Every step in the processing sequence, 
from the photograph to its development, 
from scanning to color separations, re
quires a great deal of specialized know
ledge and usually expensive equipment 
in order to preserve the bandwidth and 
the continuity of picture information 
throughout the various processing 
steps. With drum scanners, which yield 
great color depth (up to 14 bit, i.e. 16'384 
tonal gradations per primary color), the 
entire wealth of tonal gradations can be 
passed on to the prepress stage, where 
professional color separation software 
can further process the color informa-

tion in up to 16 bit, i.e. 65'535 tonal gra
dations per primary color. 

This is in contrast to low-end, inex
pensive scanners, in which a significant 
portion of the picture information is al
ready lost during the scanning process 
itself. The quality of a scanned image 
depends a great deal on the quality of 
the scanner, it is not the same for every 
type of scanner. 

Finer gradations enable the digital litho
grapher to work with the full richness of 
information contained in the original 
transparency, to compress them to fit 
the printing parameters. Only at the very 
end are the precise 8 bit extracted from 
that abundance of information, which 
are needed for the exposure of the litho 
films and for the production of the printed 
pictures (a brightness range of maxi
mum 1 :32 in the subject; or 5 f-stops in 
the processed transparency). Thus it is 
not surprising that color separations and 
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der to be able to present their visions to 
interested viewers without any loss of vi
sual impact. The exposure of the photo
graphic paper was guided by the artist's 
skill, by the unrestricted "set of data" 
that was contained in the optimally ex
posed and processed negative. 

image manipulations that are very satis
factory to the client can be produced in 
this manner. If the photographer wants 
to stay in control by ensuring that the 
maximum of the original mood in the 
scene is maintained (contrast rendering, 
color saturation) he has to adjust the 
studio lighting to a maximum brightness 
range of the subject of 1 :16 (4 f-stops) 
in the film plane to match the printing 
window. To achieve this light, fill-in lights 
and reflectors are used in the scene and 
a metering probe is used to accurately 
monitor the results of the changes in 
light. In such for printing optimally ex
posed transparencies, the color separ
ator does not have to change the con
trast electronically, thus changing the 
mood of the original scene, in order to 
match the restricted printing parameters. 
In serial shots, this method offers thanks 
to its accuracy image consistency. See 
also Sinar Info 36. 
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Depth of Color 

Depth of color in a digital image is de
scribed in terms of the number of bits per 
primary color. The higher the number of 
bits, the greater the reproducible contrast 
range of the image. 14 bits per primary 
color correspond to a contrast range of 
more than 10 aperture stops. 12 bits still 
result in a contrast range of 'more than 
8 aperture stops, a range that is two stops 
greater than a conventional transparency 
film can achieve. If the picture is to be re
produced in print, a selection of 8 bits per 
primary color is needed from the raw da
ta of the image. In order to reach those 
8 bits, the original amount of data has to 
be reduced by the software of the imag
ing device. The required contrast and 
brightness parameters can be input dur
ing that step in order to influence effect of 
the final picture. 
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Depth of colors 

The greater the color depth of a system, 
the more accurately can individual tones 
be rendered. The greater the respective 
color depth, the smaller the effects of 
rounding-off errors during the various 
steps of image manipulation. 

Quality of the Digital Image: 
Quality before Quantity 

• Optimal composition 

• Correct camera settings 

• Right exposure 

• Subject lit with the right contrast 

• High depth of color (exposure latitude) 

• Clean RGB information 

• Highly competent operator for the print preparation (sizing, sharpen
ing, CMYK conversion, etc.) 

• Manipulation of the image in the highest possible color depth (little 
rounding-off errors) 

• 8 bit output only just before the final exposure 

The Low End DTP Processing Chain 

When inexpensive desktop publishing 
equipment became available, a few in
dividual specialists in the conventional 
workflow attempted to set themselves 
up as full-service suppliers in tbe im
aging field. Even though this idea was 
indicative of things to come, the group
ing of demanding disciplines from the 
conventional workflow at bargain rates 
could only be accomplished by making 
compromises: the fully automatic E6 
processor of a specialized professional 
laboratory was replaced by a semi
manual home darkroom lab, and the 
professional drum scanner and the im
age manipulation workstation in the 
prepress room gave way to a low-cost 
desktop scanner with standard software 
procured from a mail-order house. That 

meant that the image was already de
prived of much of its wealth of informa
tion when the picture was digitized. 
Compared to their "big brothers" in a 
litho house, semi-professional desktop 
scanners with the respective image 
manipulation software only provide a 
color depth for the monitor screen res
olution of 256 gradations per primary 
color (8 bit) in the functions that are rel
evant for making separations. 

With this approach, rounding-up errors 
are knowingly tolerated in the conver
sions. No wonder then, by compromis
ing the hybrid workflow on critical inter
faces lead to doubts on the quality of 
the "digital" workflow. 



The Consequent Digital Workflow 

An efficient digital workflow, surprising
ly, is a blend of the classic and the hy
brid workflow. A well-organized digital 
workflow provides the photographer 
with perfect control from image creation 
to the final result. The instant availabili
ty of accurate digital data provides the 
photographer with an ideal tool to dir
ectly optimize the lighting of the scene 
to create an ideal raw file for further us
age. Lighting is as critical as in chemical 
photography. Correct exposure of the 
CCO leads to saturated colors in the im
portant parts of the image. As printed 
paper can - regardless of capturing 
technology - display only a restricted 
contrast range, it is crucial to light the 
subject in such a manner, that the visual 
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characteristics of the actual scene are 
maintained. The photographer is adjust
ing the lights according to the overview 
image and the precise exposure read
ings provided for any part of the image 
to match the light of the scene to the 
printing requirements. Similar to working 
with the probe, the photographer can 
now measure the light pixel by pixel and 
adjust the light accordingly. The stand
ard position of the dark tone, mid tone 
and light tone, optimal for printing needs 
to be determined in tests. Usually a set 
of three such standard positions (curves) 
are determined; one for low key, one for 
regular and one for high key subjects. 
This method ensures optimum color sat
uration thanks to correct exposure and 

Creative Requirements of a Digital Camera System 

A professional digital camera system 
should not limit the photographer's cre
ative freedom through constraints of light
ing and lighting accessories. Conventional 
flash illumination has a multiple light out
put of even modern continuous light 
sources such as HMI. By using sufficient 
light for the exposure, also in the shadow 
area, the optimal sensitivity range of the 
CCO can be used and saturated colors in 
the image are the result (no noise in the 
dark areas due to underexposure) . This is 
particularly important in close-up pho
tographs of objects that have to be critic
ally sharp, where a rather small apertures 
are necessary to obtain sharpness. A 
professional lens hood, as it can be used 
with the Sinarcam, prevents stray light 
from spoiling rich tones in the image and 

Sinar Bran Imaging 
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is therefore adding to strong saturated 
images. Another important factor is the 
ready availability of lenses ranging from 
extreme wide-angle lenses (such as one 
with a focal length of only 6 mm) all the 
way to extreme telephoto lenses (for in
stance a 2'000 mm lens) . Sinarcam is the 
only digital camera which fits seamlessly 
into the versatile Sinar view camera sys
tem. This is important for photographs in 
which perspective and sharpness distri
bution is critical. A variety of other features, 
such as a large preview image on the 
computer for arranging and focusing and 
useful accessories allow the photogra
pher to build the camera system needed 
for his specific job. 

AI/ images taken on Sinarcam and Sinar DCS 465 
Digital Cameras. 
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accurate rendering of the scene in the 
printed image, as the shadow, mid tone 
and highlight selected by the photogra
pher through his lighting does not require 
any electronic adjustments through 
modification of the image contrast. 

The 14 bit color depth of the Leaf OCB 
on a Sinarcam makes digital photogra
phy very versatile, as this unique color 
depth offers exposure latitude unseen in 
film. Especially when the contrast in the 
actual scene could not be controlled 
through lighting, different processing 
can optimize the image with a minor 
quality loss. A picture taken in that color 
depth can be "push" or "pull" processed 
within seconds and show shadow or 
highlight detail that might have been lost 
if taken on film or on an other digital 
format (8 or 12 bit). The unique internal 
cooling system makes the recording of 
such a wealth without noise possible at 
all. This is a useful feature, as a stored 
image can be processed in several 
ways to achieve the wanted effect in a 
very efficient way. 

Using the Color Shop software, it is 
possible to use the full 14 bits of infor
mation, to perform sharpening, scaling 
and professional color conversion into 
CMYK. In that software, actually the 
transformation of data is done in the 
16 bit format, which allows very fine ad
justment. This way the image quality 
chain is maintained from capture to 
separation. 

Sinar Homepage: http://www.sinar.ch 
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,As the title shot of this Info, Mark ' 
Middlebrook, a direct9r of Si licon 

~ Imaging, chose John Welburn to-s\8.ge 
a moody seafood shot with,his 
Sinarcam, so the participants of Sin'ar's 

.th ird Digital Wor!<flow meeting became 
aware of London's closeness to the 

- ocean, John, himself a passionate ' . 
fisherman wHen not in the studio, found 
the props easily in his'collection, The 
rope has actually neyer seen t he ocean 
up close it.was a towing rope that has 

' matured in London's rush hour traffic in • 
the roof rack of Jo~n 's Landrover. 

, ' •• The image from. the 'studiO arrives' in th~ 
production departmel!t. The operator 

". converfs.the image, spaling for output 
" , siz~, specifYing-whi~e.ana Qlack vall;'es, . 

; The col<;>r v?lues where' then adjusted 
',for,the outppt d~vice , '.: " 
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Capture 

• 265 

• 370 

• 227 

• 184 
Output Va lu. 

Sharpness: 

Gradation: 

Color: 

F Stop 
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Once the image has been ~omposed , while adjusting the f ina l ' positi~n of the subjects 
in the live \!ideo window, a first t~st shot was taken to. evaluate the lighting .• With th,e 
Sinarcam also test shots have the full resolution and allow very accurate adjustments 
without long waiting periods. • -. ' . - , • , 

, . 
Tog~ther with Silic~n Imaging's prepress st?ff, John has establish~d a set of toning .. 
cu rves (com'parable' to push, pyll and standard film processing to cope with. different 
contrast situations). They ensure optimal 'exposure of the PCD chip taking advantages 
of the full range of sensitivity. Using his skills in lighting, John controls witl'/ the actwal 
Ilght In the scene 'the final image, rather tr an' lat!'H adju&tments 'qf 1I;e contrast uSiRg .' 

, software, This method results in absolutely clean RGB channels with virtually . no 
, , unwanted grain in the shadows (electconic noise), These files allow subsequent ' 

enlargement up to 200 MBytes CMYK yielq!ng excellent files for printing (see poster of 
Sinar Inf044) , 

• •• I . ' - - t. .. • • • 

USing the' live Video fOCUSing magnifier and 1he accurate on-scr,een axes of his "digi-
tized" Sinarp2, John set a tilt on the lens standard fo r optimal shargnes distribution, The 
rear standard was kept perpendicula'r in order to maintain the perspective of the lamp, 
The Sinaron Digital lens_ensures no !oss, of ir;'age detail due to its optimized resolution, 

, To cre~te the:blue background, a tungsten spotlight with a,blue geLfilter has been used, 
The 4 seconds exposure- allewed the lamp's flam,e '1e. cast a plsasimt glow, 
Smiling, John asks ~is customers: "So, w,ho said digital was not creative?" , 

. , . .. 
.. • ~ .... ~ • "t • 

After croppi'n'g and settin~ the im~ge:neutral ~~: a gray card~ in the Leaf' camera. soft
ware, the r~solution and finaJ print size is entered in th~ jmag~ 'Info window, .The so~- , ~ 
ware is ,theil' sc~ling the output .accordingly, using the full 14 bit raw file to- .ensme the , 
b~st 'quality output, cils0 for 'veryJarge final-images, " .. '. '-': 

" 

The hiQhligh( and 'shadqw 'area 'are checked fc;>r color ca~ts, In this c~se" the' operator' " 
removes, a cyar.l cast in the white by changing the grada~idn of that color, The ide~1 • 
values for.the conversion have been determined through tests on the· camera and tne . 
reSp~c}iV~ o~tput device such as a printing process, simulated by an IRIS prC?Ofer, , , '.' 

As th~ color of the,red- 'obster ~S' critiCal in that' imag;, ~he ~perato~ maKes su'r~, tn~t'in 
the CMYK conversion the strong red of tl;Je Qriginal subj~ct is maintained, Using the 

. global color function of the CoJor Shop software the adjus.tment~ on t~at hue afe made . 
in the. precise 16 bit color deptti, '. ' '" .', _ - , • 

Fi~a"y' all the 'important parameters for ttJis Kind Of image are-set. Tne sh'ar~eJllng wa~' 
adjl,!sted to. the relative enlargem~ot to have, th,e righ.t e'ffect &nd the v~lues of the color 
tables and gradation tables have been' saved ,as "se'afood". Similar images for similar 
oufput devices can now be separated with ~h~se coior taples without furth'er manipula-' 

• tion, . ~, ." '. .- • 
, I 

. ' 
After the pag~s tiaa' be~n ~ompleted with ttle images ~md' the C~~K proof sheef of the 
Info has been. accepted, the repro operat.or sends,the pages digitally over the compufer 
n!'ltwork to the r~sh~r, imag~ processor (RIP) at the digital p'rinting nlqchin.e, which then 
starts printing aftet having received the data in, its format. The loss 'of quality inherent 
to the rath~r complicated cqnven~onal process has beE!n minif'!1i'zed, as the image on!y .' 
changed rTledi1i twice: wh~n it traveled from the subject to the, camera a,nd'whe~ it ~as , 
p.rint~d o~to the pa~er,. In between it ha~- oeen, entirely digital. 

• •• •. ! . - I . ' • I 

' F?r higher volume printing, the data call'also be sent to the i~ag&Setter's RIP ~~ic~ 
will output the ,lithpgraphic films:tor the, conventiona~ printing ptoces.s: • 

. , . 
I , 

. . 
- . . ' . 

* The- Sinar Inf04S wa~ produc.ed on-line during' the Sinar Digital Workflow', . S . ' : 
meeting in London, ,UK" in t(le premises fwd with the-fa{;iliti~s of . . ' ~... . _. 
Silicon Ima, ging Ltcj: : '," " ~ 
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